TECHNICAL DATA
GHOST TOTAL SCENT ELIMINATOR
Product Description and Purpose
Ghost Total Scent Eliminatoris a safe, environmentally friendly odor destroying agent that works by
combining the oxygen in the air with odor molecules causing the odor to disappear in minutes or
seconds without just covering it up with perfumes or using harmful chemical bleaches. In fact this
product is actually a catalyst which, although it causes the oxidation of the odor molecules, is not
burned up in the reaction, leaving the product free to continue its deodorizing for a long time. One
molecule of the active ingredient in Ghost Total Scent Eliminator will actively cause the
neutralization of up to one million odor causing molecules.
For kitchens, bathrooms, basements, garages, cat boxes, garbage cans, cars, trucks, boats, RV’s,
and anywhere malodors can be found, just spray Ghost Total Scent Eliminator in the air and it will
remove most odors in minutes or seconds depending on the odor. It is safe on wood, ceramic tile,
plastics, fiberglass, laminates, metal, rubber and fabrics.
Features/Benefits
Ghost Total Scent Eliminator destroys cooking odors from meat, fish, poultry, vegetables and
fruit. Diesel fuel odors, human and animal waste, most mold and mildew odors, smoke and pet
odors, ammonias and other common odors are effectively removed.
It can be used as a room spray, in carpet extraction cleaning, diaper pails, bed linen, added to
wash machines. The blue color is natural to the product and at normal use rates is not a factor
and will not stain fabrics. If a fabric is soaked, the blue will rinse right out with water.
ADVANTAGES OVER OTHER DEODORIZING PRODUCTS
· Enzymes take longer to work and may cost up to 40 times more than Ghost Total Scent
Eliminator.
· Quaternary deodorizers can be very hazardous and work on a limited number of odors.
· Hypochlorite and Chlorine bleaches have a strong odor of their own and can generate toxic
gasses.
· Hydrogen Peroxide is relatively safe but a large amount may be needed since it is used up in
the odor neutralizing process, where our Ghost Total Scent Eliminator will keep on working.
· Masking Agents only numb the sense of smell rather than eliminate the odor.
TRY GHOST TOTAL SCENT ELIMINATOR TO FRESHEN UP YOUR ENVIRONMENT SAFELY!
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TECHNICAL DATA
General Usage Directions
Use as is, do not dilute. Spray liberally onto contaminated area to remove odor.

Physical Properties
Form
Color
Odor
Specific Gravity
Boiling Point
pH

Liquid
Blue-Green
None
1-1.02
>210°F
6.5-7.5

Caution
Keep out of reach of children. Keep container tightly closed when not in use. Protect
from freezing. For industrial use only. Read Material Safety Data Sheets for more
information.
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